June - July 2016
(Rev. 3:2) “Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die:”
Dear Supporting Church / Individuals and Prayer Partners,
Thank you for your support in helping Biblical Baptist pastors and churches across America!
(Phil. 4:4) “Rejoice in the Lord alway: and again I say, Rejoice. Rejoicing is not a feeling but a
choice by faith. Many times we may not feel like rejoicing but we can always choose to rejoice in
the Lord. I’m just finishing up the book of Philippians here at the church in Iowa that we are
helping which is without a pastor.
We praise the Lord and are thankful new people are coming to our services in the last few
weeks. There is one family of four that have two small children that said they love coming to our
church and have no other church affiliation. Then this last week we had another couple to visit
which are around our age (older) that may be looking at coming more. There has even been
more of the ones that are already here coming to more of the services.
We ordered new “God’s simple plan of salvation” tracts to be able to share the gospel with
others. Many of the members were taking them the first Sunday that we put them out and what
a blessing it was for us to see them willing to share a tract with someone else. Please pray that
this church will be able to see God moving in their membership and as they seek a pastor.
As many of you know we live fulltime in our camper and last month we came back from visiting
some members and our canopy was laying on top of our camper. That’s not where it’s made to
be, but a strong wind came and tore it off and laid it on top and also put some holes in one of
the slide outs and where it was attached. We rejoiced to see that the camper was still standing
and no more damage was done.
As we are always traveling we would like to ask if you would pray with us about getting a newer
truck to pull our camper with. The one we have has been a good truck and has served us well
but is getting to cost more to keep up than what it is worth. It’s a 1992 f-250 and when we go to
get many parts they tell us that they are discontinued. We just want to start praying about a
newer truck as the Lord leads us to make the right choice of when and how to get it. We would
like to get an f-350 which would be better suited for pulling our camper. Thank you for your help
in this request.
Praise and Prayer requests:
We have a newer travel trailer for our ministry praise the Lord.
1. God would use us to reach and strengthen pastors and churches and see souls saved.
2. For a newer truck to pull our camper preferable a f-350.
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